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Go launcher ex kindle fire

This is part of our new NOOB Series. This one is How to: Install Go Launcher EX and HD Noob (Simple) Version In this series we will install Go Launcher EX and Go Launcher HD - I have chosen these launchers because they are highly supported and offer many options and Themes. Go Launcher EX has the largest number of options but is designed around the Phone form factor instead of the Tablet
form factor while Go Launcher HD is designed around the Tablet form factor. We personally use Go Launcher EX on kindle 7 HD because themes are available, plus updated every week, so if you find the Go Launcher EX bug, it will be solved aggressively. We strive to keep this tutorial updated regularly – adding information from the end user experience. We recently upgraded the storage server to
increase up time, you now have two options for downloading both ad-free. Option one is Dropbox Storage Server and Option two is Ubuntu One Storage Server, if one is under maintenance, you can use the other download link. When you're done with the tutorial, please take the time to post feedback, this is very important to us – without your feedback, we have no way of knowing if we're doing our job.
Finally, if you feel we are doing a decent job, please think about donating to us using the Donate for Me button – this is how we make a living, without your kind of donation, we will no longer be able to do this for a living. Prerequisite: 1. Competing Ways: 7 Kindle Fire HD Root - Noob (Simplified) Version 2. Complete How To: Install Google Play Noob (Simplified) Version 3. Download and install ES File
Explorer(Dropbox) or ES File Explorer (Ubuntu One) Root Explorer Go Launcher Step 1: Download Go Launcher EX(Dropbox) or Go Launcher EX (Ubuntu One) save GO_Launcher_EX_3_19_1.apk to your desktop Go Launcher Step 2: Download Go Launcher HD(Dropbox) or Go Launcher HD(Ubuntu One) save GO_Launcher_HD.apk to your desktop Go Launcher Step 3: Download Live Wallpaper
Picker (Dropbox) or Picker Animated Image(Ubuntu One) save LiveWallpapersPicker.apk to your desktop Go Launcher Step 3.1: Download AppWidgetPicker-1.2.3(Dropbox) or AppWidgetPicker-1.2.3(Ubuntu One) save AppWidgetPicker-1.2.3.apk to your desktop Go Launcher Step 4: Using Windows Explorer, move GO_Launcher_EX_3_19_1.apk, GO_Launcher_HD.Apk, AppWidgetPicker-1.2.3.Apk and
LiveWallpapersPicker.apk from your desktop to Kindle /Internal Storage/Download Go Launcher Step 5 : Using ES File Explorer, launch ES File Explorer. Open ES File Explorer Settings, Select Root Settings. Make sure you check all the options in Root Settings. Be sure to superuser request to ES File Explorer. Go Launcher Step 6: Use ES File Explorer with Superuser permissions. Move
GO_Launcher_EX_3_19_1.apk, GO_Launcher_HD.apk, AppWidgetPicker-1.2.3.apk and LiveWallpapersPicker.apk from /sdcard/Download /sdcard/Download /system/app Go Launcher Step 7: Long press next on /system/app/GO_Launcher_EX_3_19_1.apk select Permissions. Change permissions to Users: Read Group Write: Read Others: Read Go Launcher Step 8: Long press next on
/system/app/GO_Launcher_HD.apk select Permissions. Change permissions to Users: Read Group Write: Read Others: Read Go Launcher Step 9: Long press next on /system/app/LiveWallpapersPicker.apk select Permissions. Change permissions to Users: Read Group Write: Read More: Read Go Launcher Step 9.1: Long press next on /system/app/AppWidgetPicker-1.2.3.apk select Permissions.
Change permissions to Users: Read Group Write: Read Others: Read Go Launcher Step 10: Using ES File Explorer, install /system/app/GO_Launcher_EX_3_19_1.apk by clicking the GO_Launcher_EX_3_19_1.apk file. Complete the installation. Go Launcher Step 11: Using ES File Explorer, install /system/app/GO_Launcher_HD.apk by clicking the GO_Launcher_HD.apk file. Complete the installation. Go
Launcher Step 12: Reboot kindle. When kindle reboots, it will display kindle is updating Please Wait. Wait until the service starts, about 10-20 seconds. Go Launcher Step 13: Next you will be shown with the option to set your default Launcher: Home (Kindle Launcher), Go Launcher EX, or Go Launcher HD. Pick one of them. At this point uncheck the default box until you know what your favorite launcher is.
Test all 3, then when you make the final decision, click the House image, here you will be presented with the same dialog box - select Default Launcher. Go Launcher Step 14: Finally let's install a utility that will allow you to swap Wallpapers for one click. Open Google Play Store search Kindle Fire - Wallpaper Change - select Install and Receive &amp;amp; Download Note: You can always change the
Launcher by going to the App and selecting Home (Kindle Launcher), Go Launcher EX, or Go Launcher HD. Known problem: None Of Us all like the option! Next we will offer You How to: Install Flash Player and Opera Browser Noob (Easy) version If you want to support our work, please send us a donation using this link: Attached Files 36 Users Here Thank prokennexusa For This Useful Post: [ See ]
Alspharmd Ad-Free prokennexusa Gift (January 14, 2013), BASILISP (January 18, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha (8 January 2013), bdeatha (8 January 2013) January 8, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha(January 8, 2013), bdeatha (January 8, 2013), bdeatha(January 8,
2013), big papa rich(30th December 2015) 29th March 2013, BookCase(24th January 2013), Byke777(29th December 2012), chriscosta77(8th April 2013), damigonz(9 2013), damigonz(January 9, 2013), damigonz(January 9, 2013), etom (January 30, 2013), evil_ryu (January 4, 2013 3), fiddystorms (28 December 2012), gbrowins (6 January 2013), Tokekodudes (26 April 2013), Gilly10 (28 December
2012), Jayj0ka (December 28, 2012), ktron (January 12, 2013), logic101(January 2, 2013), merlise(December 28, 2013), merlise(December 28) 2012), Mistaz (May 19, 2013), muthafuq(January 27, 2013), ncho2233(8th ncho2233(8th 2013), newspaperlogin(30th June 2013), nimzp(15th January 2013), R3NR3N(24th February 2013), rspin1(31st December 2012), santi1130(29th December 2012),
SilentlyScreaming(23rd January 2013), somelazyasianguy(23rd February 2013), Supertrent1(28th December 2012), Tanc39(30th December 2012), th3lawmak3r76(4th January 2013), trilegedy(19th January 2013), tsui89(14th March 2013), Veeoh(23rd January 2013), znudenypravnik(20th January 2013) 28th December 2012, 05:32 AM |#2 Junior Member More To be honest, I think nova launcher is quite
a bit better than go launcher, but to each their own. Your guide series is great and I hope it has come out while I have been figuring out how to do this Thank you for your hard work! Posted from KFTT I used xda premium December 28, 2012, 05:46 AM |#3 OP Senior Member Petaluma Donate to Me More Quote: Originally Posted by Supertrent1 To be honest, I think nova launcher is quite a bit better than
go launcher, but for each of its own. Your guide series is great and I hope it has come out while I have been figuring out how to do this Thank you for your hard work! Sent from KFTT I used xda premium Thanks for the feedback. Nova and Apex Launchers will be coming soon to our NOOB series. We first want to test the software for 60 days, then we create Cara after we verify the problem and potential
solutions. December 28, 2012, 06:14 AM |#4 Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by prokennexusa This is part of our new NOOB Series. This one is How: Install Go Launcher EX and HD Noob (Easy) Your version is amazing thanks once again I feel I have to wait for my cable, but I want to say F it and go for it with your guide I feel I will be able to achieve my goal with positive results. December
28, 2012, 06:34 AM |#5 OP Senior Member Petaluma Donate to My Root and Google Play for Amazon 7 Kindle Fire HD Software Version 7.2.3 Excerpt: Originally Posted by Jayj0ka you are amazing thank you once again I feel I have to wait for my cable, but I want to say F it and go for it with you guide I feel I will be able to achieve my goal with positive results. Thanks again. So far everyone who has
followed closely the steps has achieved success. If you are stuck, we are here from 10 am to 10 pm PST GMT -8 December 28, 2012, 06:03 PM |#6 Junior Members More eedowcre the After the first reboot update my kindle and I lost root, although I deleted otacerts.zip 28th December 2012, 07:43 PM |#7 Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by prokennexusa Thanks for the feedback. Nova and
Apex Launchers will be coming soon to our NOOB series. We first want to test the software for 60 days, then we create Cara after potential problems and solutions. You guys are great and your series is amazing! Keep up your great work December 28, 2012, 8:30pm |#8 Senior MEMBER OP Petaluma Donate to Me Over Disabling Amazon OTA Update Quotes: Originally Posted by los911 After the first
reboot of my kindle update and I lost root, even though I lost root, even though I lost root, even though I am I remove otacerts.zip Thanks for the feedback. I want to know if the update was downloaded before you deleted the otacerts.zip file? I'm still in 7.2.2 Let's take a deeper look at this. If the update is still downloaded, we need to develop the mod IMMEDIATELY. Once I receive your feedback, we will
look at this issue in more detail. December 28, 2012, 22:05 |#9 Further Junior Members If the Play Store is installed, can not the launcher be installed directly from there? December 28, 2012, 22:15 |#10 Thank you very much for posting this! I actually signed up just to say thank you. I was so scared of bricking my Kindle because it was a gift but after following Go Launcher Ex this worked perfectly!
December 28, 2012, 23:11 |#11 OP Senior Member Petaluma Donate to Me More Follow-up Excerpt: Originally Posted by merlise Thank you very much for posting this! I actually signed up just to say thank you. I was so scared of bricking my Kindle because it was a gift but after following Go Launcher Ex this worked perfectly! Thank you so much for your feedback, we are honored to offer these instructions
on the XDA Developer Site. Positive feedback means a lot to us, it motivates us to continue to develop our Noob Series. Page 2 Is there any way I can change my kindle fire HD lock screen image or my kindle fire background photo has hd kindle root fire but all applications and everything else is for regular kindle or old version kindle fire HD April 24, 2014, 03:57 AM |#2 Senior Member Midwest More
Quote: Originally Posted by rebel hacker Redneck Is there any way I can change my kindle fire HD lock screen image or my kindle fire background photo has a kindle root HD fire but all the apps and everything else is for hd fire kindle regular or older version you can if you install the launcher. You can't change the lock screen and background on a stock-rooted tablet without a launcher. Sent from my Nexus
7 Flo running CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium 4 Page 3 Kindle Fire mobile app does not turn on? It shows a green light on the power button, but nothing is on. Need help very quickly!!! February 22, 2014, 08:39 |#2 It sounds like kf1, so the forum is wrong. I wouldn't be too worried, those things are practically unforgivable, even if the bootloader is broken you can use usbboot to
recharge and it will work again. Think this might be useful in your case, but if it's bricked up to the point that you have to do that you have to pull the internal battery and try to connect something to the point of contact, there's a detail somewhere in the Amazon Kindle fire forum I think. Posted from Amazon Kindle Fire HD I used Tapatalk February 22, 2014, 11:30pm |#3 OP Member More Quote: Originally
Posted by stunts513 That sounds like kf1, wrong forum. I wouldn't be too worried, those things are practically unforgivable, even if the bootloader is broken you can use usbboot to recharge and it will work again. Think this might be useful in your case, but if it is it brick to the point that you have to do that you have to pull the internal battery and try to connect something to the point of contact, there are
details somewhere in the amazon kindle fire forum I think. Sent from Amazon Kindle Fire HD I used Tapatalk It died and has not been on since. It worked well, but as I said it died and has since not been lit. February 23, 2014, 12:10 AM |#4 mabe you need to turn it on with one of these, so it can get power again, I read somewhere that if your device goes off to absolutely no power it will do something a bit
like what you're doing now. and if you have a Kindlefire it might be a good idea to buy one of these, or a factory cable, but this does the same thinking with only your normal cable attached to this adapter. April 25th, 2014, 05:37 PM |#5 OP Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by burnomatic mabe you need to turn it on with one of these, so it can get power again, I read somewhere that if your
device goes off for absolutely no power it will do something a bit like what you're doing now. and if you have a Kindlefire it might be a good idea to buy one of these, or a factory cable, but this does the same thinking just with your normal cable attached to this adapter. Every time I plug it into the power logo turns orange. Doesn't that mean the power is getting into it? April 27, 2014, 3:25 AM |#6 Midwest
Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by buckeyestilidie Every time I plug it into the power logo turns orange. Doesn't that mean the power is getting into it? You need to post this on the right forum. You need a Kindle forum instead of KFHD7. Technical questions are also not included in the general forum. Posted from Nexus 7 Flo I run CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium
mobile app 4 Page 4 April 19, 2014, 23:02 |#2 Junior Member More Wooh thx will give it a try.. I bought a kindle with the aim to flash a custom rom and then I got my device and nothing was there So big thx April 19, 2014, 23:18 | #3 OP Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Heesh Wooh thx will give it a try.. I bought a kindle with the aim of flashing a custom rom and then I got my device and
nothing was there So big thx Warning: it was a bit complicated but it worked. Posted from my KFSOWI, 11.3.2.1, rooted, amazon thing replaced with Google Services. April 30, 2014, 12:27 PM |#4 Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Mineturtle33 Warning: a bit complicated but working. Yes, I have to install Ubuntu first. But beta 2 works fine. THANK YOU Page 5 Dear All Please be patient with
me – I have read so many different threads and tried so many things that I missed the opportunity to live. I am a complete beginner and have damaged my Kindle Fire HD, I initially rooted it and installed cm, but will not boot. The screen comes on showing the kindle in at writing and fire in orange writing. The kindle fire logo then flashes and dies slowly, but does nothing else. It is not recognized by my PC. I
brought a factory cable from eBay. When I connected the kindle kindle showed fastboot kindle fire. I've tried several different repair utilities, but nothing changes the state of the kindle. They just hang with a message waiting for the device. In Device Manager, the kindle is displayed as TATE-PVT-08 without drivers installed. When I try to install the driver, I get an error Install Failed. Any suggestions please? I
apologize in advance if I have posted in the wrong place or violated any forum protocols – I despair Many Thanks Bill April 27, 2014, 19:52 |#2 OK well what os your computer is running because I can think of a reason or 2 why the driver will fail. I'll guess windows 7 or 8. If it is windows 8 you need to disable enforcement of driver signatures. I have heard the same thing for windows 7 64 bit but I have it
myself and it only asks me if I want to install anyway. Posted from Amazon Kindle Fire HD I used Tapatalk April 27, 2014, 20:59 |#3 OP Junior Member St Albans More Quote: Originally Posted by stunts513 OK what os your computer is running because I can think of a reason or 2 why the driver will fail. I'll guess windows 7 or 8. If it is windows 8 you need to disable enforcement of driver signatures. I have
heard the same thing for windows 7 64 bit but I have it myself and it only asks me if I want to install anyway. Sent from Amazon Kindle Fire HD I used Tapatalk Thanks for that. I use windows 8.1. I have followed the instructions and disabled the enforcement of the driver's signature. I installed the driver and tried some unbrick utility. One, KFHD_SRTv1.3.5 says it has unbricked kindle, but I still can't get past
the flashing kindlefire screen. Other utilities said they could not find the device. This is displayed in Device Manager with the driver working correctly. April 28, 2014, 01:13 AM |#4 Midwest Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Bil Edwards Thanks for that. I use windows 8.1. I have followed the instructions and disabled the enforcement of the driver's signature. I installed the driver and tried some
unbrick utility. One, KFHD_SRTv1.3.5 says it has unbricked kindle, but I still can't get past the flashing kindlefire screen. Other utilities said they could not find the device. This is displayed in Device Manager with the driver working correctly. Use option 3 Sent from my Nexus 7 Flo running CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium mobile app April 4 28, 2014, 9:58 AM |#5 OP Junior Member
St Albans More Excerpt: Originally published as by LinearEquation Use option 3 Sent from Nexus 7 Flo I run CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using the XDA Premium 4 Brilliant mobile app, which performed the trick, many thanks. I just need to figure out how to root it now April 30, 2014, 2:49 pm |#6 Senior Member Midwest More Quote: Quote: Posted by Bil Edwards Brilliant, who performed the trick,
many thanks. I just need to figure out how to root it now Use Root Many Androids by Binary. Sent from my Nexus 7 Flo running CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using the XDA Premium 4 Page 6 mobile app I have been trying to solve this mystery for a long time, I can really use help, I am tired of seeing pitch black backgrounds. Please help me.:thumbup: Float like a butterfly, Sting like an iguana May 5,
2014, 09:22 AM |#2 you should run my wallpaper repair (which can sparkle a little if it will work sometimes), lower the os to before they disable it (assuming you are not on 2nd generation HD with os 11.x.x), or flash custom ROMs (also assuming not new models). Posted from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk May 6, 2014, 02:09 AM |#3 OP Junior Member More What exactly do you mean by improving my
wallpaper whether it's an app, is that some kind of code? Can you clarify that please? Floats like a butterfly, Sting like an iguana May 6, 2014, 9:38 am |#4 It's in my signature... Although you won't see my signature unless you're using a web browser, I assume you're using tapatalk or like to view forums. Fixes that you run on a PC with USB debugging enabled on a rooted kindle. Posted from Amazon Tate I
used Tapatalk Page 7 Follow this community about outstanding updates and development for the KFHD 2013 model. One of the moderators here is releasing a Kindle tool that will root, install recovery, and return to the stock system on your KFHD 2013 model. If your kindle is bricked up or needs to root this tool will do it all for you. Credit goes to Gran PC and Kyleberry for developing this tool. He plans to
release it in the near future. March 23, 2014, 14:19 |#2 More Junior Members I think this guy is trolling. March 23, 2014, 14:22 |#3 Quote: Originally Posted by MarcoJoo I think this guy is trolling. no dude is really legitimate, look at March 23, 2014, 15:50 |#4 It's fake, if there's a recovery, the hashcode will figure it out now,and will create cm. Posted from Amazon Tate I used the mobile app XDA Premium 4
March 23, 2014, 16:16 | #5 Senior Member More Its from Gran PC, which rootes firmware 11.3.2.1 ... Legitimately, there is no fake Gesendet von meinem Nexus 4 mit Tapatalk 2 March 24, 2014, 03:11 AM |#6 Junior Member More its legit, he is a member here, and he has referenced the information in op several times in this thread.. I'm definitely monitoring his work because I've found him. 24 March
2014, 08:34 |#7 HAHA 'trolling'! well we've been able to unbrick kindles and root every s/w version out there. Gran is compiling tools for easily now. keep an eye on the google plus community. We have some screenshots of the work underway March 24, 2014, 10:57 AM |#8 Junior Member More Ok. I'm sorry. I redrew my assumptions Glad to hear. Does he mean by the recovery system, such things as So
will it be possible to install custom FW? That would be great! March 24, 2014, 1:04 pm |#9 Sorry,I just saw it now! It looks cool, but TV mode worries me... Posted from Amazon Tate I'm using the XDA Premium mobile app March 4, 2014, 5:33pm |#10 Will now res save any s/w version to stock 11.3.2.1, root, install gapps, fix background bugs, and we're working on using gapps and Amazon appstores
together. The bootloader of this device cannot be solved so Gran has TWRP or CWM porting to use as a second recovery, and a second kernel boot (such as motorola safestrap) on its to-do list, but is unlikely to be released with this option, as the priority is to keep people undisturbed March 25, 2014, 10:10pm |#11 Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by MarcoJoo Ok. Sorry. I redrew my
assumptions Glad to hear. Does he mean by Recovery System, things like TWRP? So will it be possible to install custom FW? That would be great! for now only nandroid like backup (sys partition as bin) and restore. Gran said he would look at twrp but now before we try to modify any part of the system, we need a good recovery tool. The tool is not finished yet, for now only SYS recovery is ready in the
alpha stage. But better ask Gran The next step is custom kernel (boot from the original kernel) and maybe twrp. If any of you are developers and/or want to help, simply join us and ask permission to join chat hangouts. I'm not a developer so I can't do much now. But we need help for the custom 2nd kernel booted from the original via kexec (I think gran got the kernel boot part, but the kernel itself is missing
yet) cwm / twrp port (cwm untouched, gran see twrp) (maybe boot 2 cm stable rom source) different for our device (4,4) sw boot based to fastboot xposed module for stock (multimarket, navbar with recent application menu, ....) oh we have a cache partition of 855 mb, so keep in mind we have not been able to touch the partition table. If you can use the cache partition use hopefully I do not forget anything
Page 8 Hello all! Thanks to this great forum and other sources, (but most of these forums) I was able to turn my Kindle Fire into a Google tablet with more functionality than amazon Kindle stock. As such, I have decided to show my appreciation by making my own contribution in the hope that it will greatly help others try the same thing, as I have to find multiple sources to find solutions to the various
problems I run. Now hopefully with which I have managed to put together, people do not need to do what I do and the process will be made much faster and smoother! Since I'm new, I can't insert a url into my post, so I've created a nice .pdf to download with a link to all the necessary downloads. Enjoy, and thank you very much to xda-developers! EDIT: The .pdf route didn't work, I guess, so I put the
original Word file. File Attachment December 11 09:56 PM |#2 Senior Member Midwest More Quote: Originally Posted by jetfire158 Hello all! Thanks to this great forum and other sources, (but most of these forums) I was able to turn my Kindle Fire into a Google tablet with more functionality than amazon Kindle stock. As such, I have decided to show my appreciation by making my own contribution in the
hope that it will greatly help others try the same thing, as I have to find multiple sources to find solutions to the various problems I run. Now hopefully with what I've managed to put together, people don't have to do what I do and the process will be made much faster and smoother! Since I'm new, I can't insert a url into my post, so I've created a nice .pdf to download with a link to all the necessary
downloads. Enjoy, and thank you very much to xda-developers! FYI, Failed to load PDF. December 11, 2013, 10:33 pm |#3 OP Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by LinearEquation FYI, Failed to load PDF. Blah, well just download the Word file later. December 12, 2013, 3:44 AM |#4 Midwest Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by jetfire158 Blah, well just download that Word file. I
think you should research further before putting this up for everyone. No unroot after rooting on KFHD. Some things can be accessed through other Amazon apps such as Amazon Prime movies are not accessible. If someone wants that, they should go with kinology ROM. Root a lot of Android there have been downloads on XDA as well. I know that you tried to help but there are tutorials here here and
here for tutorials 7 and as many as 8.9. December 12, 2013, 06:03 AM |#5 OP Junior Members More Just share what works for me, because doing this on kindle is quite complicated and difficult, and people often run into problems. So if something doesn't work, we use it to search the web for other methods. Therefore the more methods available, the better a person's chances of making it work. And sorry,
but I would appreciate it if you didn't accuse me of not doing enough research. There are some sources that say unroot does not work for HD. I think I should try it myself. December 12, 2013, 6:17 AM |#6 Senior Member Midwest More Quote: Originally Posted by jetfire158 Just share what works for me, because doing this on kindle is quite complicated and difficult, and people often run into problems. So if
something doesn't work, we use it to search the web for other methods. Therefore the more methods available, the more someone's chances of making it work. And sorry, but I would appreciate it if you didn't accuse me of not doing enough research. There are some sources that say unroot does not work for HD. I think I should try it myself. Your instructions are choppy and missing steps. Lost. I'm n00b, I'll
be confused. You can un-root kindle Fire HD and go stock again by restoring the system. But the statement you made at the end of your tutorial makes no sense. The rooted Kindle Fire HD doesn't lose any Amazon features. You can't switch back and forth unless you flash an Amazon OS nandroid backup or use Kinology. That's how you get back amazon OS features after installing the 2nd bootloader and
custom ROMs. You know what I appreciate? Don't offer anything in the tutorial that can't be done and you haven't even tried it yourself because when people try it, they can do some damage to expensive tablets. May 17, 2014, 11:01 |#7 More Kindle Fire Hd 7 rom Hi, I wonder which version of cynagenmod is the most stable to fire kindle HD 7. Cm11 has screen problems, ghost taps. Is cm10.1 or cm10.2
Stable? I just want the most stable ROM to hd fire my kindle. of course I have taken root. May 17, 2014, 10:16 pm |#8 Midwest Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Bao289 Hi, I wonder which version of cynagenmod is most stable to fire kindle HD 7. Cm11 has screen problems, ghost taps. Is cm10.1 or cm10.2 Stable? I just want the most stable ROM to hd fire my kindle. of course I have taken
root. Do you install TWRP and bootloader both? This is a prerequisite for custom ROMs on Kindle Fire HD. Posted from Nexus 7 Flo I run CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium 4 mobile app Page 9 Hello, all! I know this may seem like a strange request, but if some Kindle Fire HD 7 users out there can get me a dump from the following partition, I would be very grateful. To remove it, you
must install the Terminal Emulator from the Play Store and type the following command for each partition. su dd if=/dev/block/omap/*/by-name/&lt;partition name=&gt; of=/sdcard/&lt;partition name=&gt;.img For example, dumping a system partition will: su dd if=/dev/block/omap/*/by-name/system of=/sdcard/system.img If someone can do the above process for: dkernel dfs system (only if you use a custom
ROM boot) (only if you are in a custom ROM) I would be very grateful. When you're done (the system and dfs will take quite a while), can you put it in a zip file, upload it, and pm me a link? I need it to try and fix my own kindle. Thanks, r3pwn EDIT: I no longer need this. Thank you, stunts513! Posted from nexus 7 I used Tapatalk May 18, 2014, 22:38 |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by r3pwn Hello, all! I know
this may seem like a strange request, but if some Kindle Fire HD 7 users out there can get me a dump from the following partition, I would be very grateful. To remove it, you must install the Emulator from the Play Store and type the following command for each partition. su dd if=/dev/block/omap/*/by-name/&lt;partition name=&gt; of=/sdcard/&lt;partition name=&gt;.img For example, discarding a system
partition is: su dd if=/dev/block/omap/*/by-name/system of=/sdcard/system.img If one can do&lt;/partition&gt; &lt;/partition&gt; &lt;/partition&gt; process for: dkernel system dfs (only if you are in a custom BOOT ROM) (only if you are in a special ROM) I would be very grateful. When you're done (the system and dfs will take quite a while), can you put it in a zip file, upload it, and pm me a link? I need it to try
and fix my own kindle. Thanks, r3pwn Sent from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk has just finished throwing it away, I will upload it to my dev host and post the link when it is finished. May 19, 2014, 12:13 PM |#3 OP Lakeland Inactive Developer Recognized, FL More Excerpt: Originally Posted by stunts513 just finished throwing it away, I'll upload it to my dev host and post a link when it's finished. Thank! Sent
from nexus 7 I used Tapatalk Page 10 I recently got a Kindle Fire HD 7 and wondered if there was a root 11.3.2.2. I plan to flash CM11 or some other form of KitKat rom 4.4. May 21, 2014, 11:05pm |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by mdelzell I recently got a Kindle Fire HD 7 and wonder if there are 11.3.2.2 roots. I plan to flash CM11 or some other form of Rom KitKat 4.4. It was a 2013 kindle fire hd, which
didn't blink, either but only with a kindlewater rom because we couldn't get around it bootloaded locked. So because of this we can't flash the custom kernel, and there are no 4.4-based roms available for it. I am not the best by memorizing info about 2013 but should be able to dimbasmi, I do not remember which os version can not be dimbasmi but all in all even the latest os can take root, but you need a
fastboot cable first which I assume lowers it then the root, or may not idk. The Page 11 model is the P48WVB4 which I think is a Kindle Fire HD 7. The software version is 11.3.2.2 I found the instructions here: If I understand it correctly, it replaces the boot image with an older version of the software. Then eradicate it. Then replace the boot image again. My question is to replace the boot image remove the
device? I'm trying to root so I can help clash clan data with titanium backups to move it to another device. Or so I can associate it with my google+ account. So obviously I don't want to delete the data in the rooting process. I'm trying to back up the data with Helium but it won't backup clan clashes. May 25, 2014, 22:50 |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by Will Rickards Model is a P48WVB4 that I think is a
Kindle Fire HD 7. The software version is 11.3.2.2 I found the instructions here: If I understand it correctly, it replaces the boot image with an older version of the software. Then eradicate it. Then replace the boot image again. I is replacing the boot image remove the device? I'm trying to root so I can help clash clan data with titanium backups to move it to another device. Or so I can associate it with my
google+ account. So obviously I don't want to delete the data in the rooting process. I'm trying to back up the data with Helium but it won't backup clan clashes. Clan. have not checked the script to root kfsowi, but replacing bootimg does not by itself remove anything, all bootimg is kernel +intramfs. I do not think the rooting process on kfsowi touches the data partition outside of storing some temporary data.
As I said I haven't seen the script to see how the process works though. Edit: don't see anything that looks like it will delete it in the script! Page 12 A straight copy of the jcase post here, with only the modified binary. jcase words: Please don't donate to me for this, it's not my original work. If you want to donate, I recommend finding a way to donate to fi01 (unaware of the way or if she received it) or donate
to a charity. It's holiday time, maybe a toy for tots or something similar. I know a lot of ppl don't like the security forces, and I can't stand by some of the things they do, but their toy donation program is good and they get toys for kids who really have no other choice, maybe drop off some new toys? Maybe food to the food bank? Source: Vuln: Exploit Source: Credits go to fi01 and jcase. The
kindlehd2013_root.zip file contains 3 files, exploits, rootme.sh and su. The file root_script.zip contains 3 similar files, plus adb binaries for linux and windows, and windows scripts. adb push su /data/local/tmp/ adb push rootme.sh /data/local/tmp/ adb push exploit /data/local/tmp/ adb shell chmod 755 /data/local/tmp/rootme.sh adb shell chmod 755 /data/local/tmp/exploit adb shell /data/local/tmp/exploit -c
/data/local/tmp/rootme.sh Installation Instructions:Download root_script.zip, and unzip to folder. If you are in a window, run the runme.bat file, and you must do so. On linux, navigate to the folder that you unzipped the file in using the terminal, and run the command above. You're rooted! If you want to control access to root, I recommend you install supersu or superuser, simply sideload apk or install it from
1mobile market. On superuser you may need to update the su binary and restart your kindle. Otherwise, any application that asks for root will get it. Thanks to slayer615 for the script! The Following Attached Files 24 Users Thank Moronig For This Useful Post: [ See ] Moronig Ad-Free afire Gift (January 8, 2014), And0rDrakon (November 27, 2013 ), ans_ss (1 December 2013), blambo (24 January 2014 ),
Damienbfn (17 February 2014), deathgod1(29 November 2013), EA14(January 5, 2014), etag (November 27, 2013), FAzzzer (November 27, 2013), ilyeahilyeah (December 18, 2013) JohnnyRebel (May 10, 2014), ktphoenix (March 25, 2014), MrDrap (January 18, 2014), namitutonka (August 9) Pasc00l(27 November 2013), pinbacninh_city (pinbacninh_city(9 August 2015), Pasc00l(27 November 2013),
pinbacninh_city (pinbacninh_city(pinbacninh_city(9 August 2015), Pasc00l(27 November 2013), pinbacninh_city (pinbacninh_city pinbacninh_city <2>(pinbacninh_city April 4, 2014), possnfiffer(January 3, 2015), slayer615(November 27, 2013), Syring(December 1, 2013), TheBrianRoth(January 24, 2014), Ultimatif (January 4, 2014), May 2014), xxtitus2007xx(December 1, 2013) November 27, 2013, 01:38
AM |#2 Junior Member More Can confirm it, root works on latest 11.3.1! Very good job! November 27th, 2013, 01:40 AM |#3 Junior Member More can you write a quick tutorial please? =) November 27, 2013, 01:58 AM |#4 Junior Member More Created a small automated script: 27th November 2013, 02:09 AM |#5 Junior Member Rochester, NY More root3d on XDA werked 4 mi! It's pretty easy. Now just
wait on full Android. November 27, 2013, 2:15 am |#6 Senior Members of the Midwest Further I see the script has been made which is remarkable. That's fast lol. For those who will manually download the zip, extract the open files and save their files to the directory. Then the CD of that directory uses the commands listed in the OP to push the file. November 27, 2013, 3:18 AM |#7 Junior Member More
Ran .. Work for me too! (has ver. 11.3.1) Many Thanks &amp;amp; keep up the good work!!! November 27, 2013, 5:42 AM |#8 Any way to stop automatic updates from Amazon? Posted from my GT-I9300 using xda premium November 27, 2013, 07:47 AM |#9 Junior Member More Legend Moronnig - you are a legend, thank you very much for working on this and of course Jcase &amp;amp; FI01. Can't
wait to see this bad boy running the right android!!!!!!!!!!!! November 27, 2013, 15:06 |#10 Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by hisee Any way to stop automatic updates from Amazon? Posted from GT-I9300 I used xda premium Add this ips to /system/etc/hosts: Code: 72.21.194.208 176.32.100.136 72.21.195.233 27 November 2013, 03:14 PM |#11 Excerpt: Originally Posted by slayer615 Add



this ips to /system/etc/hosts: Code: 72.21.194.208 176.32.100.136 72.21.195.233 I can't access the pc for 2-3 days so can't root it.. Is there a way to stop updates without root? Sent from GT-I9300 I use xda premium Page 13 Uploads will be the installer of the Amazon Appstore, about 85Mb. I've bought an app, but it's a bit restricted (and I'm running a Nexus 4). Since you'll only upload an installer that
checks your license before downloading there's nothing wrong with it. If someone can help me, I'll thank you. May 20, 2014, 23:25 |#2 Further Junior Members I am also looking for this May 25, 2014, 16:20 |#3 Senior Members of Buenos Aires Better, find gta san andreas android and download apk file and obb (or file). then install where they go. 26, 2014, 17:13 |#4 1. search vogo360 on google and search
Grand Theft Auto San Andreas(Full Game! See Description!) 2. Download the apk file and install it to your kindle api 3. Download the obb file provided in Description 4. Unzip the file to the local file folder when the download is complete. 5. Copy the unzipped files folder to your phone. Path: Open I --&gt; SD or memory--&gt;Android--&gt;obb folder. (You have created a folder obb it does not exist in the
android folder) I can not put the url here because I am new here I think May 26, 2014, 18:24 |#5 |#5 More Midwest members you have to look for it yourself. This is a paid app so posting it here is not allowed. Posted from my Nexus 7 Flo running CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium mobile app May 4, 2014, 03:52 AM |#6 More Quote: Originally Posted by LinearEquation you should
look for it yourself. This is a paid app so posting it here is not allowed. Posted from my Nexus 7 Flo running CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium 4 mobile app The OP requested drm'ed apk file. I'm also looking for the same thing. We don't want to hijack apps, we just want to download what we have. May 31, 2014, 3:04 pm |#7 Midwest Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by
kolpa06 Op requesting drm'ed apk file. I'm also looking for the same thing. We don't want to hijack apps, we just want to download what we have. Cool story bro. Posted from my Nexus 7 Flo running CM 11 4.4.2 with ElementalX Kernel using XDA Premium mobile app June 4, 2014, 01:39 AM |#8 It seems like the last time I even transferred an amazon free app from my mother's kf1 and put it on my kfhf7, it
wouldn't even work, telling me I didn't have it so I couldn't run it which was ridiculous because it was a free app... Not sure if it will even run on nexus because of it. Just say if Amazon content works like what I mentioned Idk if it would be problematic to post it because it would involve some somewhat modifying to get rid of the check if it's in the app anyway. Sent from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk Page 14 I
just need a tester for the little idea I have to install twrp recovery and 2nd bootloader in a safer way than usual. Other manners are quite safe but I think this seems very safe due to its simple nature. I do not know if I will continue this project depending on the test results, but basically I thought why not make init / bootstrapped twrp 2nd running ota update on a zip file that just installs everything for you with a
zip file placed easily by confirming that it checks to then remove itself. My first test was only for 2012 kfhd 7 which does not have a 2nd bootloader + twrp and fastboot cable is useful to recover if this soft brick or one with twrp version is already installed that it is higher than 2.6.0.0. I don't want to post an actual file because I don't want accidental bricks. The possibility is based on how this works will probably
brick the first time because I haven't messed up the piracy script to install everything properly yet, but this is taken from another omap-based device so if not I don't think it will take too many adjustments, but the initial binary that tries to run can cause some havok. I can assure you this should be easily restored from within twrp simply by renaming the system files, otherwise without a copy of twrp already
installed you have to recover with kffa. I need a kindle that this is being tested on is also in rooted amazon os, not another rom. I have been idea if twrp will work with amazon stock kernel so this should be interesting. post back if you are interested. If you are wondering why I did not decide to test this myself first just because I do not feel the need to delete the entire partition of my data and restore the data
from my pc just to clean selinux xattribs from my data partition so that the Amazon kernel will not throw a match. So an overview for those who do not want to read that great paragraph: Requirements: -Run Amazon OS with root -Have a way to recover from bricks (2nd bootloader + twrp or flash back with kffa /srt) - twrp preferably but please have a version never of 2.6.0.0 installed. -Have busybox installed
May 18th, 2014, 03:34 AM |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by stunts513 I just need a tester for the little idea I have to install twrp recovery and 2nd bootloader in a safer way than usual. Other manners are quite safe but I think this seems very safe due to its simple nature. I do not know if I will continue this project depending on the test results, but basically I thought why not make init / bootstrapped twrp 2nd
running ota update on a zip file that just installs everything for you with a zip file placed easily by confirming that it checks to then remove itself. My first test was only for 2012 kfhd 7 which does not have a 2nd bootloader + twrp and fastboot cable is useful to recover if this soft brick or one with twrp version is already installed that it is higher than 2.6.0.0. I don't want to post an actual file because I don't want
accidental bricks. The possibility is based on how this works will probably brick the first time because I haven't messed up the piracy script to install everything properly yet, but this is taken from another omap-based device so if it doesn't work I don't think it will take too many adjustments, but the initial binary that tries to run can cause some havok. I can assure you this should be easily restored from within
twrp simply by renaming the system files, otherwise without a copy of twrp already installed you have to recover with kffa. I need a kindle that this is being tested on is also in rooted amazon os, not another rom. I don't know if twrp will work with Amazon's stock kernel so this should be interesting. post back if you are interested. If you are wondering why I did not decide to test this myself first just because I do
not feel the need to delete the entire partition of my data and restore the data from my pc just to clean selinux xattribs from my data partition so that the Amazon kernel will not throw a match. So an overview for those who don't read that great paragraph: Requirements: -Run Amazon OS with root -Have a way to recover from bricks (2nd bootloader + twrp or flash back with kffa /srt) - twrp preferably but
please have a version never of 2.6.0.0 installed. -Have busybox installed If I can get my Kindle back up and running, I'll have a go at it for you. But it is big if now. Sent from iPod touch I used Tapatalk, somewhere in the vortex time may 18, 2014, 03:55 AM |#3 Ok thank you, somewhat surprised no one offered before you. It has more than 100 views. I don't think too many people who use amazon os are
willing to risk softbrick. Hopefully this will work I think it's a little safer than other methods for beginners who don't want to take any risks. Tapatalk's bothering me lately... Had to type this message again because the quick reply was glitchy. Posted from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk May 20, 2014, 12:28 PM |#4 Senior Members of the St.Louis Metro Donate to Me More I can also volunteer. I have an extra
Kindle fire 7 Hd. It's rooted and runs 7.4.8. I have my trusted fastboot cable and I already have a system image for quick recovery. Posted from SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 I using XDA Premium mobile app May 4, 2014, 12:39 PM |#5 Lakeland's Purportedly Inactive Developer, FL More The safest method is fastboot -i 0x1949 flash bootloader oldbootloader.bin then fastboot -i 0x1949 reboot (assuming you use
cable and it automatically kicks you into bootloader mode again) fastboot -i 0x1949 flash recovery twrp.img and finally fastboot -i 0x1949 oem recovery Edit: This is a more complex version of the Hashcode method, posted on the cm11 installation instruction page. Posted from Nexus 7 I used Tapatalk May 20, 2014, 18:37 |#6 yes but the thing about that method is sometimes people have poor downloads
and do not check md5sums (not to mention many people always have driver problems). If everything is in a signed zip file then if signature verification fails almost equal to a bad md5sum, not to mention I can add an md5sum comparison in the update tool script. I just wanted to create a one-click bootloader installation option that comes from the apk, a bit like a flash fire but simpler. Posted from Amazon
Tate I used Tapatalk May 20, 2014, 7:01 pm |#7 Recognized Inactive Lakeland Developer, FL More So you recommend using OpenRecoveryScript for flash twrp, old bootloader, and implementing stack waiver files to allow hacking of that 2nd boot loader? Theoretically, it should work, but Amazon may have placed restrictions on recovery to only allow Amazon-signed zip files so something like this can't
happen. Sent from nexus 7 I used Tapatalk May 20, 2014, 22:10 |#8 I think only Amazon recovery will have problems with the signature, even if the tarpaulin if I can disable signature checking and use the update script to check md5sum before blinking. Posted from LG-P769 I used Tapatalk May 21, 2014, 12:45 PM |#9 Developer Active Lakeland, FL More Quote: Originally Posted by stunts513 I think only
Amazon recovery will have problems with the signature, even if the tarpaulin is if I can only disable signature checking and use the update script to check md5sum before blinking. Posted from LG-P769 I use Tapatalk If TWRP is required, isn't that it this is useless, because you need the 2nd bootloader hack to make twrp work in the first place? Or maybe I just misunderstood... EDIT: when I have time, I'll
see if I can successfully recover from my strange semi-brick and if so, I'll go back into stock and help you test. Posted from Nexus 7 I used Tapatalk May 21, 2014, 12:52 PM |#10 Thanks, and what I'm saying is you run twrp through the 2nd init. I've done it on my phone before, have the same hardware as kf1 with twice as much ram. I haven't seen a tarp implemented this way before, just cwm, that's
another reason I want to test this idea. Posted from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk May 21, 2014, 2:15 pm |#11 Developer Recognized Inactive Lakeland, FL More Excerpt: Originally Posted by stunts513 Thank you, and what I'm saying is you run twrp through the 2nd init. I've done it on my phone before, have the same hardware as kf1 with twice as much ram. I haven't seen a tarp implemented this way
before, just cwm, that's another reason I want to test this idea. Sent from Amazon Tate I use Tapatalk Oh. You mean FakeFlash? That's when you flash the actual zipper just lining the second recovery. Ex. Flashing TWRP FakeFlash will allow you to use TWRP from stock recovery without replacing the installed recovery. Sent from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk Page 15 Can someone transfer this from? I
don't have a PC to use or I will. Sent from Amazon Tate I used the XDA Premium mobile app June 4, 2014, 2:06 AM |#2 OP Senior Member More Bump Posted from Amazon Tate I used the XDA Premium mobile app June 4, 2014, 04:25 PM |#3 OP Senior Members More Bump Sent from Amazon Tate I used the XDA Premium mobile app June 4 11, 2014, 2:30 pm |#4 Developer Recognized Inactive
Lakeland, FL More If you read, the port was based on the firmware of the stock galaxy tab, which is highly unlikely to port. Posted from Nexus 7 I used Tapatalk June 11, 2014, 17:09 |#5 OP Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by r3pwn If you read, the port was based on the firmware tab of the galaxy stock, which is very impossible to port. Sent from Nexus 7 I used Tapatalk Thanks for the info.
Sent from Amazon Tate I used the mobile app XDA Premium 4 Page 16 Dpi I was 240 and SwiftKey did not recognize it so most keyboards were cut. Any ideas how to fix it without changing my entire dpi device? Posted from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk June 11, 2014, 19:18 |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by Mr. Xplosion Man My dpi is 240 and SwiftKey recognize it so that most keyboards are cut. Any
ideas how to fix it without changing my entire dpi device? Sent from Amazon Tate I use Tapatalk If you are rooted, you can install the Xposed framework, then install the DPI module per application. Then you can customize the DPI only with SwiftKey itself. Changing the DPI for the device itself can lead to ransom and a disruptive reboot. &gt;&gt;&gt;Homemade TARDIS Sanat Android 4.4... or maybe it's
kindle Fire HD running Cyanogenmod 11&lt;&lt;&lt; Page 17 I just won and paid for it today (not sent) Kindle Fire HD that received an error message when registering your Kindle. Please try again later when trying to register it in your Amazon account. It didn't have a bidder so I bargained cheaply and one thought there should be an fix to it so I could register it with my Amazon account. So can I do it?
Otherwise I can still root and put the customer ROM on it and access the Play Store right? I want to work with my Amazon account as well because I have a lot of books purchased from there. So what's the prognosis for this? June 13, 2014, 2:06 AM |#2 Lakeland's Inactive Developer, FL More Yes, which sounds like it will be easy to fix with a custom ROM, but also sounds like you may never be able to
register that Kindle on a stock OS. Posted from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk June 13, 2014, 2:42 AM |#3 OP Senior Member Dover More Quote: Originally Posted by r3pwn Yes, that sounds like it will be easy to fix with a custom ROM, but it also sounds like you may never be able to register that Kindle on a stock OS. Sent from Amazon Tate I use Tapatalk Can I install custom ROMs and can register them
with Amazon? June 13, 2014, 2:52 am |#4 Lakeland Developer Recognized Inactive, FL More Excerpt: Originally Posted by GameGuru41 Can I install a custom ROM and be able to register it to Amazon? Unless you choose Kinology, there's no registering it for real with Amazon on a custom ROM. You'll be able to download the Amazon Appstore well and log in, if that's what you're wondering. Posted from
Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk June 13, 2014, 6:31 AM |#5 If you really want to use stock software or Kinology, you can spend about $35 and get a new motherboard, and exchange it for the old one. Once you turn it on for the first time with a new motherboard, Amazon will think it's a different kindle, and let you register it. A little drastic step, but... It worked. Page 18 notification bar and home button has
gone I rooted and installed gapps, via twrp, this all went fine but when rebootinf no notification or bar home how do I get this back please help June 17, 2014, 07:25 AM |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by mischag123 notification bar and home button has gone I rooted and installed gapps, via twrp, this all went fine but when rebootinf no notifications or home bar how do I get this back please help try wiping the
cache and dalvik cache in twrp. Posted from Amazon Tate I used Tapatalk Page 19 Hey there, I solution to the MTP-Driver problem under Windows 7 N Edition. A few days ago I bought a new SSD Drive for my Desktop. So I decided to install a completely new Windows on it, because my windows 7 x64 is about 4 years in use now and it does not work reliably. I decided to try Windows 7 N Version,
because it comes without some futures futures I don't think I'm going to need it. My ATM using KF's First Aide with my KFHD 7 Installation of ADB Driver worked without any problems, but I still got a yellow triangle on the MTP Driver. Try installing the driver manually by using windows update. it didn't find a driver for MTP. Try manually installing the MTP device selecting MTP Device in the list of all devices
(Standard MTP Devices). But it didn't work either. After hours of searching I found a thread that brought me to this: As promised by Microsoft Version N came WITHOUT Windows Media Player. But because the Windows Media Player stitch contains the MTP Driver. For God's sake microsoft provides a package to manually install Media Feature Pack für Windows 7 N It works of course only with the
original Windows because you have to pass Native Verification to download it. After installing the package. Windows Update finds 2 other updates. I got it too and restarted my system. Now the triangle is gone. And my KFHD is recognized as a Portable Device and everything works fine. That dunno weather will work with other versions of Windows 7. June 18, 2014, 17:12 |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by
Metnies Hey there, I found a solution to the MTP-Driver problem under Windows 7 N Edition. A few days ago I bought a new SSD Drive for my Desktop. So I decided to install a completely new Windows on it, because my windows 7 x64 is about 4 years in use now and it does not work reliably. I decided to try Windows 7 N Version, because it came without some futures I thought I wouldn't need to. My ATM
using KF's First Aide with my KFHD 7 Installation of ADB Driver worked without any problems, but I still got a yellow triangle on the MTP Driver. Try installing the driver manually by using windows update. it didn't find a driver for MTP. Try manually installing the MTP device selecting MTP Device in the list of all devices (Standard MTP Devices). But it didn't work either. After hours of searching I found a
thread that brought me to this: As promised by Microsoft Version N came WITHOUT Windows Media Player. But because the Windows Media Player stitch contains the MTP Driver. For God's sake microsoft provides a package to manually install Media Feature Pack für Windows 7 N It works of course only with the original Windows because you have to pass Native Verification to download it. After
installing the package. Windows Update finds 2 other updates. I got it too and restarted my system. Now the triangle is gone. And my KFHD is recognized as a Portable Device and everything works fine. That dunno weather will work with other versions of Windows 7. It's just ridiculous. I have Windows 8.1 N Pro installed and can not use either, because there are no drivers The fact that I have to install the
Media Feature Pack to use the basic features of my pc is just F***** UP! It's just Microsoft's way of giving the finger to the EU, and it makes version N completely useless. But I refuse to install Windows Media Player and all the others just to use my Nexus 5 with my new laptop. If I had to write to the EU to try and make them force Microsoft to make the driver available as a standalone installation, I would.
This is mainly wrong from Microsoft, but really not surprising. If people were just going to boycot Microsoft they might learn. But that's never going to happen, unfortunately.. Page 20 Can not find any info in it, I root and should disable OTA. Still have a play store but my Kindle now shows 7.4.9 Sent from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk June 7, 2014, 02:14 PM |#2 Quote: Originally Posted by Tuckycv Can't find
any info about it, I root and should disable OTA. Still has a play store but my Kindle now shows 7.4.9 Shipped from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk Wait. Is your device Tate? If yes, then the update blows through your OTA block. Sorry. June 7, 2014, 16:12 |#3 Senior Member OP León More I do not understand Tate. Posted from Nexus 7 I used Tapatalk June 7, 2014, 16:22 |#4 Quote: Originally Posted by
Tuckycv I do not understand Tate. Sent from nexus 7 I used Tapatalk Tate is the code name used for KFHD 7. So Amazon is still giving us updates, even with a new generation of devices. Can you get a screenshot? And is root possible? Posted from my iPod touch using Tapatalk, somewhere in the vortex of time June 7, 2014, 17:18 |#5 Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Tuckycv Can't find
any info about it, I root and should disable OTA. Still have a play store but my Kindle now shows 7.4.9 Sent from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk Can you give the full version number to 7.4.9 (Can be found in Settings)? This is an example: 7.4.8_D025_4849020 June 7, 2014, 21:18 |#6 OP Senior Member León More complete version 7.4.9_user_495192sorry delay, it is my children's tablet. Posted from Nexus
7 I used Tapatalk June 7, 2014, 21:25 |#7 OP Senior Member León More As for root I haven't tried any root applications, but I still have Google play and amity to install apps from it. Posted from Nexus 7 I used Tapatalk June 8, 2014, 20:10 |#8 Junior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by Tuckycv Can not find any info about it, I root and should disable OTA. Still have a play store but my Kindle now
shows 7.4.9 Sent from my Nexus 7 using Tapatalk I was surprised when I took my Kindle and saw that I had an ad on my lock screen, and then I opened it and saw the default Kindle home screen instead of my Apex homescreen. My play store won't open, but I dug through the desktop on my laptop and found the tool I was using to eradicate, Root_with_Restore_by_Bin4ry_v33. Root works, I reinstall the
Play store, after I sign back in now works again. I should also block OTA push-update updates, would be happy if someone can find a way to do this on this new update. More of a distraction than anything else, it should fix all things update broke. June 9th, 2014, 05:02 |#9 Senior Member More Quote: Originally Posted by B570N3 I was surprised when when take my Kindle and see that I have an ad on my
lock screen, and then I open it and see the default Kindle home screen instead of my Apex homescreen. My play store won't open, but I dug through the desktop on my laptop and found a tool I used earlier to root, Root_with_Restore_by_Bin4ry_v33. Root works, I reinstall the Play store, after I sign back in now works again. I should also block OTA push-update updates, would be happy if someone can find
a way to do this on this new update. More of a distraction than anything else, it should fix all things update broke. Not sure if Amazon has added additional ways to drive OTA updates in newer versions but the best method I use to this day is to blacklist the Amazon Device Client Platform (ADCP) from WiFi using Android Firewall, still in Fire OS 7.2.3, I also renamed otacert.zip to otacert.bak
(system/dll/security), not sure if it works but can't harm it as an extra defense. Amazon Device Client Platform (ADCP) has many OTA entries as well as major services. I also wonder if you can edit build.prop to trick Amazon into thinking you're running a higher update, but since I've blocked it, I've never really needed to test it. June 9, 2014, 10:33 AM |#10 Junior Member More So after this update, we have
to reinstall root, playstore and application, and everything works as before? June 9, 2014, 1:49 pm |#11 Senior Member of OP León More I received an update without any warning. But the play store still works and every application of it. Root I haven't tried it because I don't really use any root apps. Kindle is my kids' tablet. Sent from nexus 7 I used Tapatalk Page 21 Look, another boot loader that we won't
be able to open! Mind? Posted from my iPod touch using Tapatalk, somewhere in the vortex time of June 19, 2014, 15:29 |#2 I wouldn't be so sure about that. Root may be available through the Bin4ry tool. And we already know what developers like Hashcode, fattire and verygreen can do to lock the bootloader. It would be amazing if Cid paid a visit to this. June 21, 2014, 08:24 AM |#3 I saw this a few
days ago and just facepalmed... I kind of for some reason wish they wouldn't make the phone, it soared I've been because seeing people let their kids watch TV on their phones while in the restaurant so the kid doesn't bother them and now we can feed them some amazon prime with it. That's only my 2 cents, sorry if I offended everyone who did that, it just kinda pissed my pet. Posted from Amazon Tate I
used Tapatalk June 23, 2014, 02:46 |#4 Shut this down, because there is an official Fire Phone forum.. Page 22 Hi all I apologize if this is the wrong place. I'm on the market for an 8+ tablet screen size for $250 or below the price point. Is Kindle Fire HD still fast? Is it still a competitive tablet even with the HDX out now? Any other recommendations for 8+ inch tablets under $250? Thank you everyone! June
23rd June 10:56 PM |#2 Senior Member More hello, I think it's still fast if you plan to use a custom kitkat rom and maybe just buy refurbished (used) which can cost for 120 dollars and that's a lot. simply buy an 8.9 that has a free camera and a higher clock and gpu processor and possibly better battery life. I plan to buy one on ebay or maybe in my local craiglist. The new HTC nexus 9 has the same screen
size but has a better 64 bit processor and a higher resolution. Posted from SGH-T959 I used XDA Free mobile app Page 23 my kindle fire hd is 7.4.9_user_4962320 please I'm looking for a downgrade I did not find anything there tutorial for donwgrade to 7.48, with kindle fire first aid, I have a factory cable June 20, 2014, 17:22 |#2 Senior Members of the St.Louis Metro Donate to Me More For downgrade:
Sent from SAMSUNG-SGH-I337 I used Tapatalk June 23, 2014, 7:12 PM |#3 Further this video helped me eradicate and install custom roms. 26 June 2014, 01:56 |#4 Dover Senior Member More I both link. I have now rooted and put a special ROM on two KINDLE Fire HD and have a third on that path. I get these for just over $50 on eBay because they are blacklisted and can't be registered to Amazon. I
put CM 11 on them and love it, they are a true android tablet now. June 26, 2014, 3:21 am |#5 Senior Members of the St.Louis Metro Donate to Me More I'm glad someone got some use of the updated image. Page 24 And brandpankingnew! If someone still wants to take this 1st generation Kindle HD 32GB, here's an Amazon 186606 Not sure if this also works for people outside Germany. Hopefully,
someone enjoys as much information as I do. This will be my first Kindle to play around with. Can't go wrong for that price, right? June 15, 2014, 21:01 |#2 More Junior Members I ordered one this morning, I think 99 euros is a fair enough price. Also ordered a fastboot cable with it because I wanted to put a CM11 on it Probably not the fastest tablet (even for 99 dollars), but overall a pretty decent device I
think. June 30, 2014, 11:49 AM |#3 More Damn I'm too late... But I bought 16gb instead for the same price Page 25 Anyone have a link to where I can find the source pvr module that works for Kindle Fire HD (either variety 7 or 8.9)? June 30th, 2014, 6:35 am |#2 At source kernel hashcode for cm... This module is built during kernel compilation because the source is part of the kernel. Page 26 Hello I'm in a
little pickle my device is Tate I run pa final 4.4 and my problem is that YouTube will not play videos and documents keep closing forcibly. I tried to YouTube fix permissions and delete media data several times without success. I haven't done anything with the document yet. Any ideas for improvement? July 1, 2014, 1:40 pm |#2 More Equal Problem Quotes: Originally Posted by Mr. Xplosion Man Hello Me in
a little pickled pickle the device is Tate and I run pa final 4.4 and my problem is that YouTube will not play videos and documents keep closing forcibly. I tried to YouTube fix permissions and delete media data several times without success. I haven't done anything with the document yet. Any ideas for improvement? Appendix 2822779 Hi, I guess you are experiencing exactly the same problem as the one I
have and which posted here: Unfortunately, there is no solution that I am aware of available today. It seems the problem occurs with only a few videos but I can't narrow it down. Sincerely, Marcel Marcel
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